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As we welcome and appreciate our differences and uniqueness, the history 
of dates helps us to knowledge those moments throughout the month and 
years to come!  

Appreciating Our Differences

Holi is a popular ancient Hindu festival 
also known as the “Festival of Colours,” 
“Festival of Love,” and “Festival of 
Spring.” It signifies the triumph of good 
over evil, celebrates the arrival of 
spring/the end of winter, the 
blossoming of love, and, for many, it is 
a festive day to meet others, play and 
laugh, forget and forgive, and repair 
broken relationships. The festival also 
celebrates the beginning of a good 
spring harvest season. 

Holi celebrations start on the night 
before Holi, where people gather, 
perform religious rituals in front of a 
bonfire, and pray that their internal evil 
be destroyed. The next morning is 
celebrated as Rangwali Holi, a festival 
of colors,where people smear each 
other with colors. People visit family, 
friends, and foes, 
And come together 
to throw colored 
powders on each 
other, laugh and 
gossip, then share 
Holi delicacies, food,
and drinks.

Ostara is the spring fertility festival 

that honors the Anglo-Saxon goddess 

Eostre, who represents fertility, 

rebirth, and renewal. For some 

languages, Eostre is thought to be 

the namesake of the Easter holiday.

It’s a time to plant the seeds for what 

you want to grow throughout the 

year.  Two of the important symbols 

of the holiday are rabbits and eggs.

Feasting and merriment are part of 

celebrations of Ostara as the energy 

of spring rises. It is also a time of 

ritual cleaning to sweep away old 

patterns and bring in renewal. The 

origins of Ostara hail from Germanic 

and Celtic stories of the goddess, but 

celebrating the spring or vernal 

equinox was not unique to just 

Northern Europe. Many cultures 

celebrate the spring equinox.

Mar 1 Lailat al Miraj
Maha Shivaratri
Shrove Tuesday

Mar 2 Ash Wednesday
Mar 3-5 Losar
Mar 8 International Women’s Day
Mar 9 Asian-American & Pacific 

Islander Women’s Equal Pay Day
Mar 16-17  Purim
Mar 17 St. Patrick’s Day
Mar 18 Holi
Mar 20 Ostara
Mar 21 International Day for the 

Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination

Mar 21-22  Nowruz/Norooz, Persian New Year
Naw-Ruz, Baha’i New Year

Mar 25 International Day of 
Remembrance for the Victims of 
Slavery and the Transatlantic 
Slave Trade

Mar 31 International Transgender Day of 
Visibility

Month-long Observances:

Notable dates that have shaped 
our Country toward a more 

inclusive culture.  



Nowruz is a festival that marks the Persian (Iranian) New Year and the official 
beginning of spring. Nowruz begins at the spring equinox when the sun crosses the 
equator and day and night are equal length. Nowruz means “new day.”

It is mainly celebrated in Iran, Afghanistan, the Kurdish regions of Iraq and Turkey, 
and by Parsis in India and diaspora communities around the rest of the world. More 
than 300 million people celebrate Nowruz with festivities, delicious meats, rice and 
spices, family gatherings, street dances, and loud banging on pots. Nowruz 
"promotes values of peace and solidarity between generations and within families.” 
It's a time of reconciliation and neighborliness, "contributing to cultural diversity 
and friendship among peoples and different communities."
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International Transgender Day of Visibility was created by Rachel Crandall-Crocker in 
2009. Rachel, a transgender activist, recognized that there was only one 
transgender-centric day which is Transgender Day of Remembrance (TDOR). TDOR 
is a day of remembrance for those who have lost their lives, but Rachel wanted a 
day to recognize the living transgender community.

In an article published by The 19th, Rachel was quoted as saying “I’d been wanting 
there to be a special day for us for a long time, “she recalled. “And I was waiting 
and waiting for someone else to do it. And then finally I said, ‘I’m not waiting 
anymore, I’m going to do it,’” She made a Facebook post encouraging people to 
organize events and participate in messaging accounts across the world.

Today, March 31st is recognized and celebrated by millions of people across the 
world. On that day, you will see the transgender pride colors of pink, blue, and 
white on skyscrapers across the nation.

The International Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination is observed annually on 
the 21st of March in South Africa. The day commemorates the lives of those who died to fight 
for democracy and equal human rights for all in South Africa during apartheid, an 
institutionally racist system built upon racial discrimination. The observance of the specific day 
is based on the Sharpeville Massacre in which police opened fire and killed 69 people at a 
peaceful demonstration against apartheid laws in 1960. Apartheid was a system of 
institutionalized racial segregation that existed in South Africa and Southwest Africa (now 
Namibia) from 1948 until the early 1990s. This included segregation at public facilities 
and social events, employment, and housing. Between 1960 and 1983, 3.5 million black 
Africans were removed from their homes and forced into segregated neighborhoods. 
Government policy change in the early 1990s saw the end of apartheid including the 
1990–91 repeal of the social legislation that provided the legal basis for apartheid, and a 
new constitution in 1994. Although the legislation that formed apartheid has been repealed, 
the social and economic repercussions of the discriminatory policy continue to persist today.


